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ICAO/CAN Working Group B has recently turned their attention to helicopter 
noise and are in the initial stages of drafting rules for noise certification. 
This has focussed attention on the problems of rating helicopter noise which, 
l>.ntil rec.ently, has simply followed concepts adopted for traffic noise or air
craft noise. It has been well known in the helicopter industry that these methods 
were inadequate and although this has been clearly shown by a number of investig
ators, it has only recently been given serious consideration. The noise radiated 
by a helicopter is very complex since it is a combination of the sound produced 
by several individual sources, which in the main generate acoustic energy by 
more than one mechanism. Externally the noise is controlled largely by the noise 
from the rotors, although the high frequency compressor 'whine' is subje0tively 
significant at distances relatively close to the helicopter. From the subjective 
point of view, the two most important sources are 'blade slap' and 'tail rotor' 
noise. Blade slap is a loud •banging 1 noise ;,hich occurs at the blade passing 
frequency. It is mainly associated with tandem rotor helicopters and those hel
icopters with a two bladed single rotor, although it can be generated to some ex
tent on practically all helicopters. Tail rotor noise is radiated in flight as a 
distinctive whine ahead of the helicopter and, on the smaller type of helicopter, 
it is often the most pronounced noise during cruise. 

2. BACKGROUlill 

Following a review of the problems involved in rating helicopter noise 
(ref. 1), it was fairly clear that the conventional PNL and dBA methods being em
ployed do not adequately account for the subjective effects when the sound is 
dominated by high levels of impulsive main rotor (blade slap) noise and/or tail 
rotor noise. To date, however, there has been no real attempt to determine the 
subjective penalty or weighting associated with these two sources. It would app
ear that in the case of the former this is partly due to the difficulties of quan
tifying the impulsive characteristics. In an effort to overcome this problem an 
experimental study has been carried out, using a wide range of helicopter recor
dings, to determine the most suitable method for differentiating between non
banging and banging helicopters. There has been no attempt to determine the corr
esponding subjective weighting since this obviously requires a full subjective 
survey, although a tentative method for rating blade slap has been developed, 
This work has been backed up by a simple theoretical study of the influence of 
varying the integration or averaging time on the analysis of impulsive signals. 
This is reported in this paper, together with a brief review of difficulties of 
rating tail rotor noise.' 

3. BLADE SLAP - IMPULSIVE MAIN ROTOR NOISE 

3.1. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 

Ollerhead (ref. 2) using spectra which varied from pure jet aircraft to 
rotorcraft, found that there was little difference among the various rating units 
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including PNL and dBA. It is also well known that there is, for all nractical 
purposes, a constant dB difference between PNL and dBA values. For these 
reasons, and since dBA values can be easily obtained, the main emphasis of the 
recent investigation has been placed on dBA analysis. Because of the high levels 
of low frequency noise on a helicopter, dBLIN ( W1Weighted) levels are often 
quoted and thus dBLIN analysis was also performed. Some PNL calculations are 
planned and for this a limited &~ount of ~ octave band analysis has been carried 
out, There may be some problems with the PNL approach, however, since ,;ith the 
impulsive signals the standard ~ octave band filters tend to 1 ring' and hence 
give false results. The overall influence of this on the final PriL •;alues has, 
however, not been established to date. 

From the results of the earlier studies (ref. l) s.nd the initial phase of 
this investigation it soon became clear that it :r;as necessar:,r to con::;ider the 
'peak' amplitude of the signal and, as a consequence, the detercQnation of the 
'crest factor' seemed a practical method of defining the impulsi?e r;a:ure of r.el
icopter noise. The 1 peak 1 arnplitudes '.-Jere derived from calibrated T}f e.;;d oscill
ograph traces. This is, however, a relatively involved p:::'ocess and although in 
the case of helicopters ·with high levels of blade slap, the bar;; (peak) ~e·rele 
could be easily read it is much more difficult to dei:emine t!1e level ir. she case 
of non-banging helicopters :·.1hich give a trace Hit~ a broadband :::'ar:dom ::oi:::e 
appearance. This general approach, however, ga~re encouragi;,g resul.: s s.nd '.·ras 
further refined by follovJing the results of a .study :=resented i!1 re£'erer:ce 3, 
Nhich indicated that the bang energy could be isolated in a relati·Iel/ ;,arrm·J
band between 1 C0-400Hz, This frequency band :-Jas confir:r:ed and cres:. £'ac:.ors 
appropriate to this range derived. The crest factor a;:p!"'oach ap9eared from t-he 
results obtained to offer a positi·.re :;ethod of quantifying !lelico:~te~ ::oise ar::l, 
to overcome the difficulties of obtaing such data, a 3ts.r:dard 3 ?.;. :< I:v.;: . ...U::i~:e 
Soillld Level Meter (t:rpe 22C:9) \.Jas :nodified to gi~,·e a direc: (JC ~-"ol:age) read 
out of the 1 peakt level. This ·.-HiS subsequently changed :o ene.tle ':-:--.e 8!"";~!e2.o;:-e 
of the 'peaks' to be plotted d.irect.ly. 

J. 2. SUBJECT I'!S 3 CAli: 

Before any subjective rating could be applied to i:--:rpulsi'Je helicopter 
:wise, it :.Jas essential that an analysis method !-laj "':.o be established · .. t:ich ·ii.f.:'
erentiates bett.·Jeen a non banging and banging helicopt.er. >Jitr, :.::is e.s the :-r' • .s.in 
ai.rn, the programme discussed beloH ~-;as carried out. Before this could be cor:'J:"'•
enced it Has necessary, however, to provide a 1 scale' for e'lB.luatir:g ':b.e .suit..
ability of the various analysis lillits/methods and for this the =-:eli:::opters :·:ere 
simply 1 ranked' in order of blade slap severity by the 3:-'i.all analysis teaJT: at 
';.Jestland Helicopters Limited. Initially the helicopter recordings 'rJere grouped 
into bands according to their severity of blade slap in a si:rd.lar manner, and 
using the srune designations, as those recently used by r-1unch and King (ref. L.) 
in a study of the community acceptance of helicopter noise ( ,-ee figure 1). The 
helicopters within these bands 'Jere then further ranked to -:s a,-, indication 
of their subjective differences. Since, hovJever, this process ·,;as only carried 
out by a small team under normal laboratory conditions, the scale should orly 
be taken as an indication of their relative subjective effects. 

This reference scale T:Jas chosen prior to the commencement of the tests 
and then fixed - thus different methods of analysis used the same scale and the 
aim of the study was to find a unit or analysis method C~hich ;10uld give a simdlar 
variation. In the case of one helicopter, the Bell UH-1 B, some difficulty ·"as 
experienced in deterw~ring the appropriate rating since, in addition to blade 
slap, it generated a high level of conventional maln rotor rotational noise, 
There was a tendency to give a higher rating for the non blade slap condition, 
than warranted if only blade slap Has being considered and the final subjective 
rating was only selected after repeated listening to recordings of this helicop
ter with and without blade slap, 
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3. J. 1 RNS 1 ANALYSIS 

elBA Rl'IS 'SLO\'i 1 and dBLIN 1 Rl1S SLOW' Here used as reference levels for the 
analysis. Helicopters generate relatively high levels of low frequency main 
rotor noise; this can varJ significantly from helicopter to helicopter and have 
a !'l.ajor effect on the measured dB LIN value. d.BA measurements are influence.d less 
by the degree of loH frequency main rot. or noise and si'1ce :he rnaLr1 aim vras <::,o s:::e if 
the impulsive noise could be quantified, emphasis v:as placed on the study of d.BA 
·_.;·eigh':.ed measurements. For comparison, hoHever, the corresponding dBLIN levels 
·.·;·ere also deterrnined. For the analysis reported in this paper, either rr.eter res
ults or level recorder DC output results have been used. 

; .~. I>?UI.SD/Z :·!OISE - 2SSLLTS 

A selection of the results, :·Jhich illustrates the general findings, are 
clotted against the subjective scale discussed previously in figl.ll'es 1 to 6. 
?or conve:-J.ence the folloHing abbreviations are used Lin,..., dBLIN; 1 A1 rv dBA, 
I:·? 1v L'l?0LS.2: and SLO'l,' tV RJ'<1S 1 SLOW 1 • 

For :he ~esults obtained using ~eters and/or level recorder traces, and 
!':ence derived fror. ?..:·•3 circuit.:, the !":ean values have been quoted since the var
ia:ion in :he :-·.ean is relati ·Iely sr;.all. In the case of the crest factors which 
~.a-le bee!1 d.eri';ed :'ron-: 'peak 1 levels read from UV and/or oscilloscope :.races t-he 
re:::ul':s e.x...Y:ibi: a fair degree of scatter and for this reason, the range of results 
!':a·te teen. indicat-ed on s!--:e figures. ?he hover data is quasi steady stac.e and the 
~ia'~&. '.:;,;_;_o:ed refers :o the :-1ean O"Ier the full length of the record.:!..ngs :'lhich are 
:...~,c~_~:cal~,:r o2.~ ;c .:econds juration. ?or :.he fl;;rover analysis the results refer- ;:,o 
:he ir:.::ar:r:2 a: · .. t;ic:: ;_a:(ir:.u.rr. tlar-le ::;lap occurs ';Jhich, except in the case of the 
3s::.l ---~~-13 s.:. ;~c 1:::-:ots, occur: :or all ~-ractical pl.ll'pose.s at the sa.rr.e tir•1e as 
:!--"~ :---.a...:<..ir ...... w. d.BJ.. 1 s~.rel. For the Bell : .. TH- 1 B the results refer to a period just. 
;:~io!' to r:,he flyover 1pea;c 1 :-ihen, as deterrrd.ned subjectively and :rom UV analysis, 
-:--.-3 b2.ade sls.p is :::ost noticeable. 

As can be seen from figures to 3, there is no real correlation between 
:::e 1 r:·:PJLSE - ::u··LS SLOVJ 1 results and the blade slap rating. Although the actual 
::lZ":ters ir. dB ob:-s.ined are dependent on the weighting used -i.e. dBLIN or elBA 
- there is little difference between the general trends associated with these two 
tJ"PeS of s.nalysis. Use of Crest Factors improves the correlation, but as illus
crated en figure 4, this is still relatively poor if unHeighted dBLIN (LIN) 
c:alues are used. This is largely due to the influence of low frequency main rotor 
noise and, hence, 1 _ll_ ·deighting 1 the signal improved the position. This can be 
seen in figure 5 t~hich shows a relatively good correlation between the subjective 
rating and the F~easured dBA Crest Factors. 

The blade slap impulse contains significant energy around 250Hz and it can 
be shmm :hat, for a "dide range of helicopters, the magnitude of the bang can be 
~easured by filtering out the signal below 100Hz and above 400Hz. This approach 
:;as used in this study to give the bang crest factors and the results are shoHn 
in figure 6. As can be seen, good agreement is shown Hith the subjective rating 
and relative to the dBA analysis (figure 5) the scatter or variation about the 
mean is reduced. 

3.5. DEVELOPMENT OF ENVELOPE DETECTOR 

It seemed clear that the 'crest factor' approach offered a convenient 
method of quantifying helicopter noise, but there are difficulties in reading 
the U.V. traces and it is a relatively involved process to obtain the peak levels. 
In an attempt to overcome this problem and enable, in due course, automatic plots 
of the crest factors to be obtained, a Bruel and Kjaer Impulsive Precision Sound 
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Level Meter (type 2209) was modified to enable 1 peak 1 levels to be obtained auto
matically. Initially this involved simply overriding the 1peak 1 hold circuit 
(which has a 1q.sec. rise time) and incorporating a 50m. sec. decay time constant. 
This gave a very 'ragged' output and to overcome this a diode detector, similar 
to that used in AM radio receivers, was added to form in effect, a 'peak' envel
ope detector. Although this was only considered as an interim solution, it has 
been used to obtain 'peak' levels and subsequent crest factors. Further develop
ments planned include changing the rise time which is considered too rapid for 
normal helicopter noise to 5m.sec. and linking it with a second B&K 2209 meter 
to enable a direct plot of the difference between the 'peak' and RMS SLOW value 
to be obtained. 

3.6. ENVELOPE DETEGrOR - INITIAL RESULTS 

Two sets of data derived from 'peak' levels measured using the Envelope 
Detector are shown in figures 7 and 8. These correspond to the crest factor 
results presented in figures 5 and 6 and although the actual values show varia
tions in the order of+ 1dB, the general trends are similar for the helicopters 
with the higher levels-of blade slap. For the non-impulsive helicopters the 
'peak levels' obtained are higher than the corresponding values obtained with 
UV and oscilloscope forms of analysis. This is due to the high rise time of the 
detector (1 q. sec.) which responds to even extremely rapid transients. These 
pulses are effectively 1 damped' out by the UV analysis and are so fast that they 
can not be seen on the oscilloscope. Since they also appear subjectively un
important, the rise time constant is, as mentioned previously, being modified 
and then values similar to those shown on figures 5 and 6 should be obtained. 

3.7. THEORETICAL STUDY 

Although helicopter noise is complex in character, it is clear from sim
ple theoretical considerations that a very short integration period is required 
if the influence of the 'peak' level is to be assessed, Figure 9 shows the dB 
differences resulting from the use of various integration times on an impulse of 
the form associated with blade slap. The upper and lower curves give the gener
alised maximum and minimum values for an ideal (digital) detector. Also indica
ted are the values corresponding to SLOW, FAST and IMPULSE meter circuits. This 
figure also shows that the difference between IMPULSE and RMS SLOW will always be 
small (approx. 2.5dB) and that a very short integration time, in order of 4m.sec., 
11ould be required to give a true measure of the 'peak' level of the signal. 

3.8. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The results obtained show that the crest factor could be used to quantify 
helicopter noise. Results based on filtered data which rejects the signal below 
1OOHz and above 400Hz would appear to offer the best correlation, although crest 
factors based simply on dBA levels could be used, 

It follows that a simple add on type correction for impulsive helicopter 
noise is possible. If such an approach is adopted then it would appear from the 
limited data presented that, if the crest factor is 1 2dB or less, the correction 
should be zero. This is in good agreement with the investigations reported in~
erence 4, which indicated that the boundary for the existance of blade slap was a 
crest factor of 1 3dB. Cbviously the next stage would be to determine accurately 
the subjective dB correction. In some very early work conducted at the ISVR in 
1 968 it was concluded that, relative to the dBA RMS SLOW value, a banging V1 07 
helicopter was 6dBA more annoying than when in a non-banging condition. Taking 
this into account together with the appropriate crest factors of the data used 
in the ISVR study, and the general statement that a helicopter which generates 
marked blade slap is 10dB or more annoying than a non-banging helicopter, then 
it would appear that the correction or penalty would take the form presented in 
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figure 10. This shows values relating to both elBA and the filtered (1 00-400Hz) 
analysis and at this stage must only be taken as a tentative indication of the 
correction for blade slap. For comparison the Impulse Noise AP~oyance Penalty 
recently proposed by Munch and King of Sikorsky Aircraft (4) is shown and as can 
be seen there is general agreement except at the lower crest factors. 

Is such an approach was considered acceptable then the dB correction would 
be simply added to the appropriate PNL or elBA time history to give an impulse 
corrected value (i.e. IPNL or IdBA). 

4 . T AII ROT OR NOISE 

Tail rotor noise is, as already mentioned, an important source of helico
pter noise particularly in cruise flight, It shows up on narrowband analysis as 
a series of discrete frequencies at the fundamental blade passing frequency and 
its harmonics. Clearly there is a need for a correction to account for this 
aspect but, in the opinion of the author, the tone correction procedure in the 
PNL aircraft type noise analysis is inadequate. There are a number of studies 
Hhich have indicated that such corrections only enhance the annoyance prediction 
for tones above 500Hz. The fundamental frequency of tail rotor noise is typica
lly in the range 85Hz to 125Hz and thus clearly tones below 500Hz should be taken 
into account. Even so it appears from the studies conducted by the author that 
even ·,1hen tail rotor noise subjectively dominates the helicopter noise, the tone 
correction applied is only 1/2dB. Unfortunately, there is little or no subjec
tive evidence available and thus it is difficult to quantify the problem. Fur
:her analytical studies have been conducted at ':iestland Helicopters Limited and 
:hese substantiate the findings presented in an earlier paper (Ref. 1 ). It app
ears that even 'c~hen the helicopter noise is subjectively dominated by tail rotor 
·.vhine, it is only the ~ octave bands ':.'hich correspond to the fundamental and, in 
sorr:e cases, the second harmonic 'IJhich are increased. This gives, even in the 
case :;.;here tail rotor noise is most pronounced, only a 3PNdB increase above the 
corresponding no tail rotor noise condition. This is relatively small when 
compared to the subjective impression. Recently PNL and TPNL values, as a fun
ction of time, have been compared for helicopters with high levels of tail rotor 
noise and those ~rith very low levels. These results tend to confirm earlier 
results and show that the tone correction is for all practical purposes always 
the same level irrespective of the type of helicopter. 

). CONCLUDING REMARKS 

RMS SLOW and IMPULSE settings are insensitive to blade slap and thus can 
not be used for rating impulsive helicopter noise. It has been shown, however, 
that helicopter noise can easily be quantified in terms of crest factors provid
ing that A weighted or band limited (1 00-400Hz) signals are used. This offers 
a practical method of rating helicopter noise but before the magnitude of the 
corresponding dB corrections can be determined, a detailed subjective study is 
required. In the meantime it would appear that corrections of the form indicated 
in figure 1 0 should be applied. 

The situation relating to tail rotor noise and the applicability of con
ventional tone correction methods is far from clear and requires further ~onsid
eration. As in the case of blade slap it would appear that the first step would be 
to derive a simple method for its quantification during a flyover. Although at 
present it is difficult to imagine how a suitable correction could be applied, 
there is enough evidence to indicate that it should be taken into consideration 
when assessing the noise of a helicopter. 
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